ABSTRACT High-utility itemset mining (HUIM) is an emerging area of data mining and is widely used. HUIM differs from the frequent itemset mining (FIM), as the latter considers only the frequency factor, whereas the former has been designed to address both quantity and profit factors to reveal the most profitable products. The challenges of generating the HUI include exponential complexity in both time and space. Moreover, the pruning techniques of reducing the search space, which is available in FIM because of their monotonic and anti-monotonic properties, cannot be used in HUIM. In this paper, we propose a novel selective database projection-based HUI mining algorithm (SPHUI-Miner). We introduce an efficient data format, named HUI-RTPL, which is an optimum and compact representation of data requiring low memory. We also propose two novel data structures, viz, selective database projection utility list and Tail-Count list to prune the search space for HUI mining. Selective projections of the database reduce the scanning time of the database making our proposed approach more efficient. It creates unique data instances and new projections for data having less dimensions thereby resulting in faster HUI mining. We also prove upper bounds on the amount of memory consumed by these projections. Experimental comparisons on various benchmark data sets show that the SPHUI-Miner algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of computation time, memory usage, scalability, and candidates generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frequent itemsets mining (FIM) is one of the fundamentals of data mining and has many real-life applications [1] - [3] . FIM is mainly used to find concomitantly occurring items in the transactions. FIM techniques depend on support confidence framework where the frequency of items should not be less than minimum support threshold [4] - [6] . The high-utility itemsets rarely appear but have high utility values and are often ignored in the FIM algorithms as these consider only occurrence frequencies of itemsets. Therefore, an important limitation of FIM is its assumption that gives equal importance to all items irrespective of their value to the organization. Generally, these assumptions do not hold in real world applications. For example, bread is purchased in hundreds or thousands per day while fewer diamonds are bought in a week or month. The former has higher frequency but lower profit value while the latter has lower frequency with higher profit value for retailers. FIM mining discovers many frequent itemsets generating a low profit while it fails to discover the less frequent itemsets that generate a high profit.
To solve the limitation of FIM or association rule mining (ARM), high-utility itemset mining (HUIM) was designed to discover the useful and profitable itemsets from the quantitative databases [6] - [9] . These databases contain utility values of itemsets. An itemset is considered as a high utility itemset (HUI) if its utility value is no less than the user-specific, minimum utility threshold. In real-world practice, the utility of an itemset can be measured by several factors, such as weight, profit, or cost, which can be defined via user's preferences. HUI can help managers to carry out accurate financial analysis and make informed decisions. HUIM is used in a wide range of applications such as website click stream analysis [7] , [10] , mobile computing [11] , top-k HUI mining [12] - [14] and biomedical applications [3] . HUIM also motivates and inspires several data mining tasks such as high-utility sequential pattern mining [16] , high average utility itemset mining [17] , [18] and high utility stream mining [19] .
Generating high utility itemsets is a combinatorial problem having exponential complexity both in time and space. Therefore, it falls into the NP-hard problem category.
HUIM requires handling of huge search space speacially when the database contains many distinct items and has an extremely large size. FIM follows the downward-closure property where the support of an itemset is anti-monotonic, i.e. subsets of a frequent itemset are frequent and supersets of an infrequent itemset are infrequent. This property is very efficient to trim the search space. However, HUIM does not follow monotonic or anti-monotonic properties, because a high utility itemset may have a superset or subset with lower, equal or higher utility. Hence, techniques used to prune the search space in FIM cannot be directly applied in HUIM. Many studies have been carried out in the last decade to develop efficient HUIM algorithms. The drawbacks of FIM and the challenges of HUIM motivate us to design an efficient algorithm to mine high utility itemsets, which enables the user to satisfy his/her perspectives regarding the importance of the item/itemsets.
Traditional HUIM algorithms such as PB [20] , TWU [21] , UP-Growth and UP-Growth+ [22] carry out mining in two phases. However, the two-phase model suffers from the problems of generating a huge number of candidates and repeated scanning of the database which makes the algorithms inefficient. The FHM [23] , HUP-Miner [24] , HUI-Miner [25] , EFIM [26] and d2HUP [27] - [29] algorithms mine complete set of HUI in the single phase without generating candidates. EFIM [26] is the current state-of-the-art algorithm which outperforms all algorithms for HUIM. EFIM proposes database projection on all promising items during the depth first search and prunes the search space using sub-tree and local utility. EFIM evaluates the utility of each itemset while exploring the search space of items. It does this firstly by generating itemsets and then by performing database projection for all promising itemsets. EFIM requires less memory and time as compared to the above mentioned algorithms. It performs well on dense datasets. However, the process of high-utility itemset mining remains costly in terms of runtime and memory usage as it creates projections on all promising itemsets. There is a scope for improvement by designing more efficient algorithms for this task. In this paper, we address this challenge by providing efficient data representation and selective database projection which improves pruning technique of the search space.
To reduce the memory and runtime of EFIM algorithm, we propose an efficient selective database projection based HUIM algorithm, called SPHUI-Miner. In this algorithm, we create new database projections of smaller size having less dimensions and unique data instances which result in faster HUI mining. We also provide upper bounds on the amount of memory consumed by these projections. The SPU-List structure is introduced to directly prune the search space for an itemset having utility less than loose upper bound. This avoids traversing down to the unpromising itemsets in the search space. Unlike EFIM, SPHUI-Miner uses Tail-Count list, which maintains count of each item in the database projection. The Tail-Count list is used for applying PEP, that avoids the need of exploration of each itemset.
Thus, fewer branches need to be traversed to find the highutility itemsets.
We propose SPHUI-Miner, an efficient algorithm for enumerating the set of all HUIs. A number of innovative ideas have been employed in the development of SPHUI-Miner and summarized as follows: 1) A compact data format named high utility-reduced transaction pattern list (HUI-RTPL) to represent a database is proposed which stores only unique transactions and cumulative utilities of items in these transactions. The memory requirement is almost independent of the size of the original database. Moreover, HUI-RTPL representation does not need to sit completely in the memory and can be loaded partially, as the proposed selective database projection approach demands only relevant transactions to be loaded into the memory. 2) SPHUI-Miner algorithm recursively creates ordered projection, and merges transactions that are identical in each projected database using a linear time and space implementation. A database projection is created selectively by determining the worst-case search cost and if the cost is less, the projection gets created. Moreover, the size of newly created projection reduces logarithmically. As per our knowledge, this is the first algorithm which performs selective database projection not only on a data instance but also on dimensions for mining HUI. 3) Two new upper-bound for projected database on the utility of itemsets are proposed. The loose upper bound tup and tighter upper bound pu are designed to effectively prune the search space. SPU-List structure is developed to reduce the number of database scans and store the required information for mining HUI. Tail-Count list is designed to enhance the performance of the SPHUI-Miner by maintaining the cardinality of promising items in the projection which further helps to prune the search space. Experiments were performed on standard dense and sparse datasets to show the performance of the proposed algorithm. SPHUI-Miner demonstrates that it can find complete HUIs from very condense databases and outperform the state-ofthe-art algorithms. Table 1 describes the symbols used in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is a literature review of the existing work. Section III introduces some basic preliminaries and problem statement. Section IV introduces the SPHUI-Miner algorithm with details of pruning techniques and an example illustrating how the designed algorithm works. Section V describes the experiments and results compared to the previous approaches. The application of the proposed algorithm is described in Section VI. The conclusion and a brief discussion of opportunities for future work are presented in Section VII. 
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of high-utility itemset mining is quite attractive for the following reasons. (1) Practically it is more reasonable to identify itemsets revealing the profitable and useful information from customer transactions than those items that are purchased frequently. ( 2) The problem of high-utility itemset mining is more challenging from a research aspect. HUIM [8] , [9] , [12] , [13] is an emerging, prominent and attractive topic of the current decade. It is the extension of frequent itemset mining (FIM), but it considers more factors such as quantity (Internal) and price (External Utility Values) or profit within it. Many algorithms are designed to mine the set of complete HUIs. Chan et al. [15] first introduced high utility itemset mining problem and discovered the top-k closed utility patterns using their proposed approach. Yao et al. [8] introduced the concept of internal utility and external utility where internal utility indicates the quantity of items and external utility indicates the profit unit of items to determine the HUIs. Since prior HUIM algorithms suffer from the combinational problem to discover the HUIs, Liu et al. [21] designed the two-phase (TWU) model and established the transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) property which helped to prune early the unpromising HUIs. Many two-phase algorithms such as IHUP [7] and UPGrowth [22] adopted this mechanism. The two-phases of such algorithms are: Phase 1: generate candidate high-utility itemsets; Phase 2: compute exact utility of the candidates by scanning the database, and filter lowutility itemsets. Ahmed et al. [7] introduced IHUP algorithm based on the two phase model for interactive and incremental mining of HUIs. Lin et al. [30] designed a high-utility-pattern (HUP)-tree for discovering HUIs. They first find the hightransaction-weighted utilization 1-itemsets (1-Htwuis) using two phase model and then build the HUP-tree of 1-Htwuis.
HUP-tree then works like FP-tree approach [29] and performs well on dense datasets such as chess dataset. Tseng et al. [31] designed the UP-growth mining algorithm for discovering HUIs by introducing a special data structure named UP-Tree (Utility Pattern Tree) to store the information of high utility itemsets. All the above mentioned algorithms employ a twophase, candidate generation approach, that suffers scalability issue because of huge number of candidates.
Liu et al. [27] , [28] presented a single phase and patterngrowth based approach for HUIM (D2HUP). D2HUP constructs a tree-based structure called chain of accurate utility lists (CAUL) that maintains the utility information of the transaction set for each enumerated itemset. It is to be noted that the final HUIs generated by D2HUP (with lookahead pruning) are not complete. An additional iteration for the generated itemsets is required to enumerate the actual high utility itemsets and their utility values. FHM and D2HUP carry-out the costly join operation which results in degraded performance.
Since the tree-based algorithms generate too many high utility candidate itemsets, Liu and Qu [25] designed a listbased algorithm named HUI-Miner which mines the HUIs without generating candidates. They use a vertical data structure to represent utility information which is similar to the TID lists used in ECLAT algorithm [32] for mining frequent itemsets. HUI-Miner introduced utility list structure which contains three parts: < tids, iutil, rutil > where tids are transaction ids, iutil is the utility value of an item in a transaction, and rutil is the resting utility value of an item in a transaction. This utility structure performs inefficient join operations and is not scalable. Since HUI-Miner is less efficient for mining large databases, scalability and efficiency are challenges of this algorithm. The improved version of HUIMiner is FHM and HUP-Miner. Fournier-Viger et al. [23] presented an improved algorithm, namely FHM (fast HUI mining) to quickly mine HUIs on the Estimated Utility Co-occurrence Structure (EUCS). The EUCS holds the information of 2-itemsets, which can be used to reduce the computations and database scans. HUP-Miner [24] algorithm is very efficient for pruning unpromising candidates in sparse datasets. It introduces partitioned utility list data structure as an extension of utility list data structure. Lan et al. [20] introduced projection-based algorithm (PB) which uses index mechanism for quick HUIM. Results also indicate that PB algorithm is computationally more powerful than the twophase algorithms.
Evolutionary based HUI mining algorithms were also designed such as [33] - [37] . Kannimuthu and Premalatha [38] first introduced the GA-based HUI mining algorithm using ranked mutation. In evolutionary approaches, large computations are required to identify the initial 1-Htwuis which act as chromosome to find HUIs. Moreover, the crossovers and mutations are required to setup the evolution process of GA/PSO for HUIM. The performances vary widely because of choice of crossover and mutation operators. We are not comparing the proposed SPHUI-Miner algorithm with the evolutionary algorithms because of their non-deterministic performance.
EFIM [26] is state-of-art HUIM algorithm which introduces sub-tree utility and local-utility structure to prune the solution space. Although it outperforms all previous algorithms on standard datasets. The main drawback of EFIM algorithm is that it performs database projection on each promising itemset taking more time and memory. In this paper, we address this challenge by integrating two upper bounds using SPU-List and Tail-Count structure, thereby reducing database projection size and its scanning cost.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
is a subset of I and has a unique identifier q, called its TID. Besides, each item i j in a transaction T q has a purchase quantity (internal utility) denoted as q(i j , T q ). An external utility table = {p(i 1 ), p(i 2 ), . . . , p(i m )} indicates the external utility value of each item i j . Transaction T q consists of a number of distinct items. Users' preference is defined as minimum utility threshold and is set as δ (0% ∼ 100%). The definitions are explained with the data given in Table 2 and Table 3 and using minimum utility threshold, δ = 40%.
Definition 1 (Item Utility): The utility of an item i j in a transaction T q is denoted as u(i j , T q ) and is defined as:
(1) Example 1: Consider an example Table 2 and Table 3 , the utility of item (a) in transaction T 1 is calculated as
Definition 2 (Itemset Utility in a Transaction): The utility of an itemset X in transaction T q is denoted as u(X , T q ), and defined as:
Example 2: The utility of an itemset (ac) in transaction T 1 is calculated as u(ac,
The utility of an itemset X in a database D is denoted as u(X ), and defined as:
Example 3:
Definition 4 (Transaction Utility): The transaction utility of a transaction T q is denoted as tu(T q ) and defined as:
It indicates the sum of utilities for all items in a transaction.
). The rest of the transactions from T 2 to T 10 are calculated and shown in Table 2 .
Definition 5 (Total Utility in D):
The total utility of a database D is denoted as TU and defined as:
It indicates the sum of transaction utilities for all the transactions in database.
Example 5:
The total utility in a database D is calculated as TU = 27 + 67 + 13 + 11 + 16 + 10 + 101 + 55 + 15 + 82(= 397).
Definition 6 (Transaction-Weighted Utility of an Itemset in a Database):
The transaction-weighted utility of an itemset X in a database D is denoted as twu(X ), and defined as:
twu involves the downward closure property, it indicates that for a given itemset X if twu(X ) < minutil then the itemset X and its supersets are low-utility itemsets.
Definition 7 (High-Utility Itemset): Let X be an itemset in a database D is a high-utility itemset (HUI) if its utility is greater than the minimum utility value then it is defined as:
where minutil = TU × δ and δ is the minimum high utility threshold. 
Definition 8 (Remaining Utility):
The remaining utility of X in a transaction T q is described as re(X , T q ) = i∈T q ∧i x∀ x ∈X u(i, T q ), where is total order on items. The remaining utility of an itemset X in a transaction has all the utilities of the transaction except the processed ones.
Definition 9 (Utility-List): The utility-list of an itemset X in a database D is defined as a set of tuples i.e. tuple (X, iutil, rutil) for each transaction T q including X. The iutil u(X , T q ) and rutil re(X , T q ) indicate the utility of X in T q and the remaining utility of X in T q respectively.
Example 8: The utility-list of {a, c} is {(T 1 , 21, 6), (T 3 , 7, 6), (T 8 , 34, 21)} for Table 2 and Table 3 .
Definition 10 (High Utility Association Rule): An association rule is defined in the form R : X → Y , where X , Y ⊆ I , X ( = φ) and X ∩ Y = φ. The utility-confidence of the rule R is defined as follows:
It represents the utility of X (sum of the utility values of X) in all the transactions including X ∪ Y in the projection P X . To derive all possible valid rules, we need to examine each high utility itemset and generate rules.
Example 9: Consider given database Table 2 and Table 3 . If we consider the rule b → de, then the utility-confidence is calculated as, uconf (b The search space of the designed algorithm for mining HUIs can be represented as an enumeration tree. Let be any total order on items from I. In our implementation, the order is defined as the order of increasing twu because it generally prunes the search space for HUIM. In the given example, the processing order is {f c b d e}.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem of HUIM from transactional database D is to find the set of high-utility itemsets, in which the utility of an itemset u(X ) is no less than minutil. For example, if minimum utility threshold is 34%, minutil (= TU × δ = 397 × 0.34 = 135), the high-utility itemsets in the database 
IV. SPHUI-MINER ALGORITHM
In the proposed work, we explore two ways of optimization: i) reducing cost of database scan by representing database using efficient HUI-RTPL and creating projections selectively; and ii) enumerating less number of probable candidates using SPU-List and Tail-Count list (t_l). We propose selective projection based approach and several novel techniques to reduce the time and memory requirement. Selective projection approach creates new projections of smaller sizes in terms of vertical columns (number of items) and horizontal rows (number of unique transactions) which results in faster computing of utility of itemsets. In this paper, we present two upper bounds with pruning strategies to reduce the overestimation of the utilities of the itemsets. Thus the search space for discovering HUIs can be greatly reduced and many unpromising candidates can be pruned early. Our complete approach is illustrated in Figure 1 and the procedure is described in Algorithm 7.
A. PRE-PROCESSING PHASE
The proposed SPHUI-Miner algorithm uses the upper bound twu model [21] to determine high transaction-weighted utilization 1-itemsets (1-Htwuis). As the twu model involves the transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) property, it prunes all the unpromising items. It first calculates the utility of items in each transaction as the transaction utility (tu) (Lines 2-4 in Algorithm 1). Then it calculates the transaction-weighted utility (twu) of an item by summing up the transaction utility of an item if that item is present in the transaction (Line 6-9 in Algorithm 1). This process is used to estimate the upper-bound value of an item based on the twu model. If the transaction-weighted utility of an item is not less than the minimum utility value, thus it is considered as 1-Htwui.
For the example database shown in Table 2 , the minimum utility value minutil is calculated as (TU × δ)(= 397 × 0.4 = 158.8). The twu(a) is calculated as: twu(a) (= 27 + 13 + 55 + 15)(= 110 < 158.8). As twu(a) < minutil, item {a} is not a 1-Htwui. The twu of the remaining items are calculated in the same way as shown in Table 4 . The items except {a} are 1-Htwui and H 1 is a set of all 1-Htwui. For the complete database, all 1-Htwui items in a transaction are sorted in ascending order of twu values as shown in Table 5 , forming the ordered itemset for all transactions in a database.
B. HIGH UTILITY-REDUCED TRANSACTION PATTERN LIST
The horizontal representation of the database is shown in Table 5 and it can be seen that the transactions T 6 , T 7 , and T 8 are same, so only one copy of these similar transactions is stored along with their total items utility. The complete database representation using this structure is called High utility-Reduced Transaction Pattern List (HUI-RTPL) (D 1 ) as shown in Table 6 . The construction of HUI-RTPL as database D 1 is as follows:
• Compact representation of transaction using bitmap:
We create a Transaction Bitmap Matrix (TBM) which contains only 0 and 1 (where 0 and 1 represent the absence and presence of an item respectively in a transaction). The process of generating the matrix is as follows [39] : 
8 return HUI-RTPL ;
projection based approach to reduce the database scanning time. We propose to recursively reduce the size of database D 1 using database projection, which enumerates HUI efficiently. Proposed approach enumerates all HUIs during recursive database projections.
Definition 12 (Projected Database on X, P X ): For an itemset X, the set of relevant transactions is defined as, projected database on X.
P X lists the transactions of D 1 that have X in them.
For example, Table 7 shows projection P X where X = {f } and support({f }) = 2.
D. PROPOSED UPPER BOUNDS AND EFFECTIVE PRUNING STRATEGIES
To optimize search space, we need to enumerate less number of probable candidates. We present two novel data structures, viz, SPU-list and Tail-Count list and two novel upper bounds, viz, transaction utility in projection (tup) and projection utility (pu) for each itemset in the projection. The tup and pu reduce the number of unpromising itemsets considered for HUI mining. These utilities are defined for an itemset X in the projection P X as follows:
1) COMPUTING TAIL-COUNT LIST IN THE PROJECTION P X
In the proposed algorithm, Tail-Count list structure reduces the exploration of items in extension list having same cardinality as that of itemset X.
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Definition 13 (Tail-Count (t_l(Y , P X ))): At node X, for each child node Y, t_l(Y , P X ) indicates the count of unique transactions in P X having Y itemset and it is computed as:
At root of SE-tree, algorithm recurse over the itemset X = {φ} with extension set E = {i 1 , i 2 , ......., i n }. P X ,E represents projection database i.e. D 1 at root. If database projection is created on itemset i 1 , P X ,E = P X ={i 1 },E−i 1 , then the extension set will be E = {i 2 , ......., i n }. For each item i ∈ E, we compute Tail-Count list which contains the count for each i ∈ E simultaneously by scanning the P X ,E at once. If support(X, P X ) = t_l(Y , P X ) where Y = X ∪ i, then we apply parent equivalence pruning (PEP) on itemset Y to cut many branches of the search tree. This technique was employed in Mafia [40] . The proposed algorithm compresses P X ,E to P X ∪i,E−i horizontally i.e. reducing number of item(s) in a projection. SPHUI-Miner algorithm requires O P X ,E time for PEP. For memory usage, we notice that the TailCount list is a compact and optimized data structure of (O(|E|) size.
Example 11: For itemset X = {f } and E = {c, b, d, e}, Table 7 shows the projected database P X containing list of transaction having itemset X, where
Here, |P X | = t_l(b). Thus by applying PEP strategy (Lines 12-16 in Algorithm 3), we get modified X = {f , b} and E = {c, d, e}. Now we perform database projection on X = {f , b} instead of next itemset {f , c}. Further we consider transactions containing itemset X to calculate the utilities of items in SPU-List. SPHUI-Miner requires less time as well as less memory because of merging of items in the projection (using PEP).
2) COMPUTING UPPER BOUNDS FOR PROJECTION P X
A key challenge in HUI mining is to design effective and powerful search space pruning techniques to discover HUIs efficiently. To reduce the cost of multiple database scans and to remove impertinent items efficiently, selective projection based utility (SPU-List) structure is designed. The details are as follows:
Definition 14 (Loose Upper Bound Utility of an Itemset Y in the Projection
tup is a loose upper bound on the utility of an itemset Y in the projection P X which is greater than projection utility (pu). Example 12: Consider the running example in Table 7 , Let X = {f }, its candidate list is {c, b, d, e}. For Y = {fc}. We get tup(Y , P X ) = (5 + 3 + 108 + 15 + 18) = 149, for Y = {fb} we get tup(Y , P X ) = 171, for Y = {fd} we get tup(Y , P X ) = 149, and for Y = {fe} we get tup(Y , P X ) = 149.
Algorithm 3 Pruning(P X , X, e_l, c_l)
/ * This function is used for computing e_l, c_l, t_l to prune the search space * / Input: P X , projection on itemset X; X, an itemset; E, extensions of X. Output: The extension list e_l, candidates list c_l and Tail-Count list t_l of itemset X.
Compute t_l(i) ; / * Tail-Count list * / 6 Set e_l ← φ and c_l ← φ ; 
pu is a tighter upper bound on the utility of an itemset Y in the projection P X .
Example 13: Consider the running example in Table 7 for X = {f }, its extension is {c, b, d, e}. For Y = {fc} we get pu(Y , P X ) = (5 + 3 + 108 + 15 + 18) = 149, for Y = {fb} we get pu(Y , P X ) = (5 + 108 + 15 + 18) + (4 + 18) = 168, for Y = {fd} we get pu(Y , P X ) = (5 + 15 + 18) = 38, and for Y = {fe} we get pu(Y , P X ) = (5 + 18) = 23.
Definition 16 (Extension-List (e_l)): Let X be an itemset and an itemset Y = X ∪ i. The extension-list of X is defined as:
Let X be an itemset and an itemset Y = X ∪ i. The candidate-list of X is defined as:
where e_l(X ) ⊆ c_l(X ). At the root node of SE-tree, X = {φ} and E(X) = H 1 . The projection P X is nothing but HUI-RTPL (D 1 ) of original database.
Example 14:
Consider the running example for X = {f } and assume minutil value = 135. We get e_l(X ) = {c, b} and c_l(X ) = {c, b, d, e} .
Definition 18 (Selective Projection based Utility List (SPU-List) Structure):
The SPU-List for a projection P X keeps the relevant information about each item i ∈ c_l(X ). Each entry of SPU-List is a tuple having three fields: 1). the utility of an itemset Y in the projection P X , (util); 2). the transaction weighted utility of Y in the projection P X , (tup); 3). the projection utility of itemset Y, (pu).
For every child node Y, candidate-list (c_l) and extensionlist (e_l) is constructed using SPU-List. The following properties hold to ensure the completeness and correctness of the loose and tighter upper bound.
Property 1 (Loose and Tighter Upper Bound):
Proof: Let T q be a sorted transaction containing both X and Y.
Case 1: As X ⊆ Y , it is always true that |P X | ≥ |P Y | for all i ∈ c_l(X ). This implies tup(X ) ≥ re(X ) and pu(X ) ≥ re(X ). It holds that:
From above equations we can obtain that: 
3) PRUNING TECHNIQUES
Pruning strategies can greatly reduce the search space if unpromising supersets can be identified early. The pruning strategies are as follows. Pruning Strategy 1: Let X be an itemset, if twu(X ) < minutil, then X and its supersets are low utility itemsets.
Pruning Strategy 2: Let X be an itemset and an item i ∈ E. For Y = X ∪ i, if pu(Y , P X ) < minutil it indicates itemset Y and its extensions are of low-utility. So we can prune the tree of itemset Y. Similarly, if tup(Y , P X ) < minutil it indicates itemset Y and its extensions are of low-utility in the projection. It signifies that itemset Y should not be explored in any projection of itemset X.
E. RECURSIVE PROJECTIONS
For any node other than the root node, Algorithm 6 shows the recursive creation of projection P X where X = X ∪ e 0 and it recurse over item i ∈ e_l(X ) = {e 0 , e 1 , ...., e n }. Algorithm RecMiner first compute e_l, c_l and t_l list for X using Algorithm 3. After computing tup and pu. It ignores all items in the projection that are not present in c_l and e_l, since they cannot be part of any high utility itemsets. Algorithm RecMiner then constructs smaller projection (Algorithm 4). After the creation of each projection, itemsets having u(X ) ≥ minutil are considered as HUI.
After returning from the recurse over X , RecMiner never uses data contained in the bit for e 0 in P X ,e_l(X ) . RecMiner then compresses P X ,e_l(X ) to P X ,e_l(X )−{e 0 } (Algorithm 5) and recurses over X ∪ {e 1 }. By the time it processes the last item in the e_l(X ), the projection may contain one or two tuple(s). Most likely the RecMiner will hit a prune by Tail-Count, tup and pu upper bounds utilities, in such case RecMiner destroys the projection and returns. At root node, it now compresses P φ,H 1 to P φ,H 1 −X . This algorithm is then recursively executed until no candidates are generated. When the algorithm terminates, all HUIs have been obtained.
FASTER RECURSIVE PROJECTIONS WITH TAIL-COUNT LIST
EFIM performs database projection for each promising itemset in O(n) time and it requires O(|I |) space to store utility bin array which is created during the process. Our selective database projection approach creates database projections for selected itemsets which are present in half of the database, so we require less space than EFIM i.e. (O(logN ) where N is the size of projection) and uses Tail-Count list structure which cuts down the number of branches to be investigated in the search space.
P X ,E−{e 0 } is obtained from P X ,E in O P X ,E time by removing all transactions not including e 0 based on the
Algorithm 4 ConstructProjection(P X , i, t_l)
/ * This function is used for creation of new projection selectively from parent projection * / Input: P X , Parent projection on itemset X; i, item; t_l, Tail-Count list. Output: P X , New projection from parent projection P X 1 if |P X | /2 ≥ t_l(i) then 2 P X ← T |T ∈ P X and i ∈ T ;
Algorithm 5 CompressProjection(P X , i, e_l)
/ * This function is used for compressing projections * / Input: P X , current projection on itemset X; i, item; e_l, extension list of itemset X. Output: P X , compressed projection without item i.
7 Ignore bit representing i in P X ; 8 foreach transaction T q ∈ P X do 9 forall T r ∈ P X do 10 if T r = T q then 11 
tu(T q ) ← tu(T q ) + tu(T r );
14 return P X ; equality P X ,E−{e 0 } = P X ,E P X ,E−{e 0 } . Thus the total computation for all e ∈ E takes |E| scans and O P X ,E * |E| time.
F. SELECTIVE DATABASE PROJECTIONS
Algorithm 7 shows the process of recursive creation of selective projection. A naive non-selective approach may creates projection for each item explored. In the worst case, the Algorithm 6 RecMiner(P X , X, e_l, c_l) / * RecMiner function is used to create projections recursively * / Input: X, itemset; e_l, extension list of X; c_l, candidates list of X; P X , projection on itemset X. Output: The set of high utility itemsets, HUIs. 1 foreach i ∈ e_l do 2 Compute e_l, c_l, t_l ← pruning(P X , X , e_l, c_l);
Check utility u(X ) and update HUI ; if new database projection was created then 10 P X ,e_l−{i} ← compressProjection(P X , i, e_l); else 11 P X ← P X ;
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RecMiner(P X , X, e_l, c_l); 13 return HUIs ; recursion tree can be O(n) deep. Hence the number of projections held can be O(n). To limit this usage we must create projections judiciously. We propose to create a new projection only if the size of the new projection is less than or half of the current projection. Based on this method, we propose a strategy to find an upper bound on the number of tuples the new projection may have. We also record the support of items i ∈ c_l in the Tail-Count list.
Suppose, a parent projection P X has N = |P X | number of tuples. For itemset X, let the set of extensions be E with y items. Extensions e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e y are present in N 1 , N 2 but try to find bound on P X ,E−{e 1 } . We find the extension set E for which the bound is acceptable. This operation adds little overhead as it runs in O(y) time.
At any given time selective database projection will have projections that are half the size of their own parent projections. Hence the number of tuples held by all projections will be bounded by 2 * |D 1 |.
G. AN ILLUSTRATED EXAMPLE
For the running example given in Table 2 , the high-utility itemsets mining using SPHUI-Miner is shown in Figure 2 . The execution process of SPHUI-Miner can be thought of as searching a pruned version of SE-Tree, where each node X indicates itemset X with its utility value. The minimum utility value is initially set to 34%, minutil (= TU × δ = 397 × 0.34 = 135). First, the twu of each item and the total utility (TU) are calculated by scanning the database once. Table 5 . Complete pre-processed database is represented using HUI-RTPL as shown in Table 6 .
For each node X to be enumerated in depth first manner, SPU-List which indicates util, tup and pu is constructed. Further e_l and c_l are constructed using SPU-List. At root node, it can be observed that e_l does not have items {d} and {e} (represented by yellow colour), since they are having low pu value. Hence, SPHUI-Miner will not enumerate items {d} and {e}. Thus, e_l = {f , c, b} and c_l = {f , c, b, d , e}. The t_l list is computed for all items i ∈ c_l. In this example, the item {f } is first processed as it being a first item on e_l and by applying bound condition we check the feasibility of creating new projection for {f }. For X = {φ}, t_l(f ) ≤ |P X |/2, the projection for itemset X = {f } is created and shown with green color node. For newly created projection SPU-List is computed for {c, b, d, e}. After applying utility threshold {f } is not considered as high utility itemset, (util({f }) = 9 < 135). List e_l = {c, b} and c_l = {c, b, d, e} are constructed for node X. Using PEP, item {b} is merged with X as discussed in IV.D. After applying PEP we process itemset {f , b} instead of {f }, thus we prune the node in the search space for item {b} as shown in Figure 3(b) . Itemset {f , b} is a high utility itemset (util({f , b}) = 135 >= 135), thus HUI-List is updated by inserting itemset {f , b}. For node X = {f , b}, e_l = {c, d} and c_l = {c, d, e} are determined using SPU-List. Item {c} being the first extension item on e_l for itemset X = {f , b, c}, SPU-List and t_l list are constructed. As, (util({f , b, c}) = 116 < 135) HUI list will not be updated. Again we check the feasibility of creating projection by applying the bound condition. Projection is created because of satisfying condition t_l(c) ≤ P X ={f ,b} /2. At node, X = {f , b, c}, from SPUList we get e_l = {d} and c_l = {d, e}. By applying the PEP technique, we get X = {f , c, b, d, e}. Itemset {f , c, b, d , e} and {f , c, b, e} are now considered as high utility itemsets. Itemset {f , c, b, d} is not a high utility itemset and can be seen from modified SPU-List at node {f , b, c}. While exploring the search space for items X = {f }, SPHUI-Miner mines high utility itemset {f , c, b, d, e} without explicitly exploring node for item {b}, {d} and {e}. Similarly SPHUI-Miner mines high utility itemset {f , b, d, e} without explicitly enumerating node for items {e} while exploring for itemset {f , b, d}. The final set of HUIs for a given example database D is {b : 216, bd : 218, be : 222, bf : 135, bde : 242, bdef : 146, bcde : 144, bcdef : 149}. From Figure 2 and 3, we can observe that SPHUI-Miner mines all 8 high utility itemsets by enumerating 9 node with 6 projections, where as EFIM enumerates 16 node and 16 projections. It therefore suggests that the SPU-List and t_l list are very effective and efficiently prune the search space. It prunes many branches of SE tree during DFS search for mining HUI and saves both time and memory. The effect of proposed algorithm in reduction of size of database is illustrated in Table 9 of section V.C. 
H. CORRECTNESS AND COMPLETENESS

Theorem 1 (Correctness): SPHUI-Miner enumerates all high utility itemsets.
Proof: Let node X = n i=1 X i represent high utility candidate n-itemsets. E is an extension set of X with projection P X .
SPHUI-Miner performs SE-tree search based on DFS. The only branches that are pruned are the ones that do not follow tighter and loose upper bound conditions. For itemset X, an item i ∈ c_l is not promising item if pu(Y , P X ) < minutil and tup(Y , P X ) < minutil, then each Y and all its supersets having i are also not HUI. Additionally, tighter upper bound (pu) condition holds the correct set of HUIs. Finally, SPHUI-Miner eliminates non-HUI itemset during creation of database projection and prunes the search space by using SPU-List (upper bounds) and Tail-Count with PEP pruning technique.
Theorem 2 (Completeness): SPHUI-Miner returns HUI list without missing any high utility itemset.
Proof: Let HUI list, HUI = n i=1 HUI i consist of all HUIs during high utility itemset mining, it is the union of all HUIs. In the depth first traversal of SE-tree, HUI list holds each and every itemset having u(X ) ≥ minutil and every items having twu(i) ≥ minutil. When the extension of an itemset X is found to be of high utility, then HUI list is updated as HUI = HUI 1 ∪ HUI 2 ∪ ..... ∪ HUI n . A new HUI is found when a new projection is created or node is extended. Lower upper bound (tup) condition holds the complete set of HUI's. The concept of mining HUI in the selectively created projection is presented in line 16 of Algorithm 3, line (6-8) of Algorithm 6 and line (9-11) of Algorithm 7.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A significant number of experiments were performed to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. We also compared the performance of the proposed algorithm with the state-of-the-art HUIM algorithms such as UP-Growth+, HUP-Miner, d2HUP, FHM, HUI-Miner and EFIM. SPHUI-Miner algorithm was implemented in Java. It was executed on a system with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU@2.10GHz processor with 3 GB of RAM, running on the 64 bit Microsoft Windows 7 OS. The algorithms in the experiments were implemented in Java and downloaded from SPMF open source data mining library. 1 We performed experiments on a set of standard datasets used in the HUIM literature for evaluating the performance of algorithms. Foodmart and Chainstore datasets are included unit profit and purchase quantities. Log-normal distribution [7] , [22] , [23] was used for other datasets to randomly assign quantities in the [1, 5] interval, and item profit values in the [1, 1000] interval. Characteristics of the datasets used in the experiments are shown in Table 8 . A. RUNTIME PERFORMANCE Substantial experiments were conducted on the standard datasets to compare execution times of the state-of-the-art algorithms. We ran the algorithms on each data set while decreasing the minutil threshold (%). The Runtime for varying minutil threshold is shown in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , we can observe that the UP-Growth+ takes more time for all datasets except for BMS-Web View-1 because UP-Growth+ is a two-phase algorithm.
From Figure 4 , we can also observe that SPHUI-Miner clearly outperforms UPGrowth+, HUP-Miner, d2HUP, HUI-Miner, EFIM and FHM for all datasets. SPHUI is three to four orders of magnitude faster than these algorithms. SPHUI-Miner proposes the compact data structure, HUI-RTPL enables efficient computation, while HUI-Miner and FHM algorithms employ inefficient join operations on a vertical data structure, which is not scalable. SPHUI-Miner algorithm works very well for Webdocs, Accidents and Chainstore datasets which are real life huge datasets having sizes of 1.44 GB, 63.1 MB and 62.7 MB. This suggests that it can efficiently work for any large dataset.
Selective creation of database projection is an important reason for faster performance. It generates valid combinations of itemsets existing in the projected database. Besides, it also indicates that the two proposed upper-bounds as well as PEP can be used to efficiently and effectively prune unpromising candidates early, while mining the HUIs. SPHUI-Miner prunes a larger number of unpromising candidates as compared to the fastest algorithm EFIM when minutil threshold is set to low. In summary, the SPHUI-Miner algorithm with its pruning strategies outperforms the other algorithms since the search space is considerably reduced by adopting the loose and tighter upper-bounds with Tail-Count list.
B. MEMORY CONSUMPTION
In this section, we compare the memory usage of the algorithms. From Figure 5 , it can be observed that the memory usage of the compared algorithms steadily increases as the minutil threshold is decreased. This is reasonable because when the minutil threshold is set lower, larger number of itemsets are found to be HUIs. Therefore, the search space is increased, as well as the memory usage. In SPHUI-Miner, the memory usage is reduced with the proposed strategies. The reason is a large number of unpromising candidates are pruned using the proposed upper bound models except for the Retail dataset. This is because the SPHUI-Miner represents the dataset as HUI-RTPL where number of unique transactions will be more for very large sparse dataset.
UP-growth+ algorithm consumes large amount of memory. Particularly, for the BMS-WebView-1 dataset as shown in Figure 5 the form of selective projection. Hence, the memory usage of the proposed SPHUI-Miner algorithm is considerably less than that of the other state-of-the-art algorithms.
C. IMPACT OF SELECTIVE DATABASE PROJECTION
Compact and optimized representation in the form of a database projection reduces the time required for database scan which can be seen from Table 9 . For the Accidents dataset, the original database having 340,183 transactions reduces to 46,213 transactions almost the average size of a database projection. The Average size of projection is smaller by an order of 8 than the original database. Similarly, we can see the reduction by an order of 4, 4, 2, 4 for Chess, Foodmart, Retail and Mushroom datasets respectively.
D. SCALABILITY WITH VARYING DATASET CHARACTERSTICS
The scalability of algorithms was evaluated by measuring the runtime and memory usage on all datasets. Due to the lack of space, only the results for Chainstore dataset is shown in Figure 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the runtime and memory for the transactions scalability of algorithms on Chainstore Figure 6 (a), the runtime of HUI-Miner, FHM and d2HUP algorithms are having almost exponential increase with the increasing size of the dataset.
SPHUI-Miner. As shown in
We conduct a comparative experiment with a number of items ranging from 2K to 10K as shown in Figure 7 . The running time of EFIM and d2HUP do not vary because relevant items do not increase with the increase of items. However, the running time of HUI-Miner increases sharply with the increase of items. From Figure 7 we observe that SPHUI-Miner takes constant time and memory, thereby benefiting from PEP. It merges more number of items using PEP, resulting in faster pruning of the tree branches.
E. EVALUATING THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES
We compare the number of candidates generated in SPHUI-Miner, EFIM, FHM, HUP-Miner, and HUI-Miner as shown in Figure 8 . UPgrowth+ follows two-phase mining approach which generates a huge number of candidates and D2HUP generates more number of candidates than all other algorithms, hence we do not consider these two algorithms in our evaluation. For chess, connect, foodmart and accidents dataset, we vary the minimum utility threshold and calculate the number of candidates with high utility itemsets.
From Figure 8 we observe that the number of candidates are more pruned in our proposed method as compared to other algorithms. This indicates that the proposed pruning mechanism helps to reduce candidate generation. Comparison of SPHUI-Miner with EFIM algorithm with respect to the percentage of candidates prune is shown in Table 10 . It indicates that our pruning strategies are more effective and powerful than EFIM algorithm as it reduces the number of candidate itemsets generation.
VI. APPLICATION OF HIGH-UTILITY ITEMSET MINING
Business articles, Countries growth and MovieLen real-world datasets are used to demonstrate the utility of the proposed SPHUI-Miner algorithm. We used apriori algorithm [4] and proposed SPHUI-Miner algorithm to obtain association rules and high utility association rules (using definition 10) respectively on countries growth data and movies rating dataset.
A. BUSINESS ARTICLES RECOMMENDATION
Business Articles dataset is taken from Business news aggregator dataset. 2 It contains a list of business articles and the time spent on them by each user. Our objective is to recommend related business articles to the readers.
When a user reads any online business news or article, we should recommend other related business articles for him/her to read or glance. For this application, we use frequent itemset mining and high utility itemset mining. Given a high utility itemset or frequent itemset, if a user reads any item in the itemset, a simple method is to recommend the remaining items in the itemset to the user. Frequent pattern mining is used in this type of applications. However, frequent pattern mining does not consider the time spent on the business articles. It is therefore possible that the users might only browse the articles very quickly without any interest in them. High utility itemset mining solves this problem by getting only the itemsets with high utilities, which, in this case is the total time spent on these items. So if we recommend articles from high utility itemsets then the recommended articles might be of more interest of the reader compared to the recommended articles based on frequent itemsets.
We use both the apriori algorithm [4] and proposed SPHUI-Miner algorithm to obtain frequent items and high utility itemsets, respectively. We also compare the differences between them. Table 11 and 12 show the obtained frequent itemsets and high utility itemsets respectively. The frequent and high utility itemsets in the result tables are titles of business articles. The titles in the same itemset usually belong to the related categories of topics, as shown in the tables. From Table 11 and 12 we can observe that frequent itemsets are different from high utility itemsets. The 2nd, 9th and few other HUIs are not within the top 10 FPs. If we use top 10 results of FI's for recommending related business articles, we would miss some popular articles of readers interest. The last 4 HUIs in the results have very low support but the users spent a long time reading these articles together. These itemsets were not discovered by frequent itemset mining but as HUIs. In the results of frequent pattern mining, the 2nd and 3rd FPs do not have as high utility as the itemsets in the top 10 HUIs. If we use the top FPs for recommendation it does not capture longer reading time of the user whereas if we recommend items from the top HUIs, reading time of the itemset is increased, as the high utility values of the HUIs represent longer reading time. 
B. COUNTRIES GROWTH WITH GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP)
Countries growth with GDP parameter from year 1987-2014 for 27 years is taken from world bank repository 3 and a snippet of dataset is shown in Table 13 .
In general, utility value is always greater than support value so the comparison of the two constraints is not possible with the same thresholds. We therefore carried out the study for the same confidence and utility-confidence for both support 3 http://data.worldbank.org/ definition 10 and top 5 high utility rules as shown in Table 15 . We also compared it with the traditional association rules and noticed that the association rules are different.
Traditional association rule mining could not mine two categories of rules namely: (1) Rules with less frequency but high utility value items. (2) Rules with less confidence but contributing more profit share to the utility value. Observe the Table 15, 3rd rule: Israel → Lithuania is low frequent but having high utility value where as in Table 14 , 1st rule: Algeria → Bangladesh is more frequent but has less utility value and so falls under the first category. The utilityconfidence of 4th rule is 0.86 in Table 15 , which is more than minimum confidence value. It indicates that 86% growth in United States and Israel is obtained from the composite GDP growth of United States, Israel, and East Asia Pacific. This fact is not considered by the support-confidence framework, and therefore this rule falls under the second category. From Table 14 and Table 15 , it is observed that sometimes less frequent items contribute more profit than highly frequent itemsets, hence it's not necessary that a high support of a rule may imply a high utility itemset.
C. MOVIES RECOMMENDATION
The movies rating dataset is taken from MovieLens dataset. 4 This dataset contains 1000 users and 1700 movies with 1 million reviews. We recommend movies based on a large set of reviews given by users. The snippet of dataset is shown in Table 16 . The first row indicates a user with userid 125 reviewed movie 234, giving it a ranking of 3 (out of five) on the August 2, 1996.
Our approach produces rules in the following way: if a person recommends a particular set of movies then he is likely to recommend another similar movie. In this example, to mine high utility movie sets, we have considered movies as itemsets and ratings as a utility. For each movie itemset, we can generate a number of high utility association rules as shown in Table 17 . 4 http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/ recommend movies from the top high utility association rules, as the high utility values of high utility association rules represent high rating movies.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel selective database projection based approach, called SPHUI-Miner, which integrates upper bounds with pruning strategies to efficiently prune unpromising candidates in the search space while mining the HUIs. The proposed algorithm introduces HUI-RTPL to store database in a compact structure. During selective database projection, it compresses the database relevant to the itemset being investigated. This structure significantly reduces the memory consumption. The search over the projections is optimized for faster retrieval of HUIs using Tail-Count and SPU-List. The combined effect of faster computing of utility of itemsets and integrated pruning techniques results in significant performance increase. We have also shown that at any time during the creation of projection, the algorithm limits the number of transactions held by newly created projections, which is half the number of transactions in the parent database. For all datasets, the proposed algorithm prunes the tree efficiently and thus requires very less amount of time and comparable memory. This is the first algorithm which performs selective database projection not only on data instance but also on dimensions for mining HUI. The scalability of SPHUI-Miner is also studied and it is proved experimentally that the algorithm is scalable in terms of memory as well as time. The design of the algorithm is independent of the order in which projections are processed, making it suitable for distributed or parallel implementation. These projections can be stored on disk and processed one by one. Our linear database representation allows us to estimate a tight bound for efficient pruning and directly find high utility itemsets in an effective and scalable way. Proposed algorithm exhibits high candidates pruning around 2% to 15% as compared to the EFIM algorithm. Extensive experiments on sparse and dense datasets suggest that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms.
However, in real-life, a database may dynamically change as a result of insertion, deletion, and modification operations and mining can be difficult in an incremental database. To overcome this issue, we need to explore selective database projections for mining high average-utility itemsets for the incremental databases specifically using HUI-RTPL structure with proposed upper bounds and pruning techniques. 
